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New Selection Of Anniversary And Wedding Rings At Gemsny.com

Gemsny website, gemsny.com has come up with a range of anniversary and wedding rings. These rings are
affordable and are of the highest quality.

March 4, 2010 - PRLog -- The world renowned gemstone and jewelry wholesaler GemsNY offers a new
selection of anniversary and wedding rings at its website gemsny.com.

The website boasts of a wide range of rings design to celebrate the pious occasion of a wedding and to
celebrate the years of togetherness on an anniversary. 

The range is developed to help the buyers choose the best one from a number of options. The buyers can
choose from the very popular eternity bands and diamond wedding rings for both men and women. Also
offered are matching bands for both the bride and the groom. The range also includes a collection of three
stone rings. All the rings are available with a number of metal bands options made of 14K and 18K
yellow/white gold as well as platinum.

There also are a number of beautiful wedding rings included in the website’s Fana collection. This
collection offers a number of options with a number of diamonds and setting choices. 

Buying any of these rings is indeed a wise choice. The prices of these rings are much lower than the usual
prices charged by retailer or other wholesalers. Also, these rings are designed by expert craftsmen using
state if the art technologies. The stone used in these rings boast of a high quality.

The website is very confident about the quality of these rings. This is the reason that it offers a 90 days
warranty. This warrant allows the buyers to return the rings within 90 days in case they spot some quality
issues in the rings. 

All the rings are sent out in a secure fashion through the DHL shipping service in an attractive packaging.
The packing is perfect for gifts. 

GemsNY sure has truly come up with something special for the people who want to buy the best
anniversary and wedding rings.
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